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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
 
2.1 In 2018, the Council undertook a comprehensive self-assessment of its 

engagement activity. This confirmed that significant engagement activity 
already takes place with individuals and communities with areas of excellent 
practice identified, including the local Young Voice arrangements promoted 
through the Youth Council. 

 
2.2 The development of a North Lincolnshire Residents Panel supplements this 

excellent practice and demonstrates the Council’s commitment to continuous 
improvement, creating a formal, consistent medium through which the Council 
can engage with a demographically representative group of residents, in 
accordance with recommended best practice.  

 
2.3 The Panel would be digital by default in design, through on-line contact with 

the flexibility to undertake telephone, postal surveys and convene face to face 
focus groups and workshops, as appropriate. Research has shown that the 
average panel size is 1500 with a usual response rate of between 50-60%. 

 
2.4 Panel members would be recruited from across North Lincolnshire, utilising 

the electoral register, and would be demographically representative of the 
residents of North Lincolnshire, including registered 16 and 17 year olds. 
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1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

 
1.1 To approve the establishment of a North Lincolnshire Residents Panel. 

 
1.2 The key points in this report are as follows: 

 
 The Council recognises the role that effective engagement plays in 

enhancing the relationship between the Council and its residents.  
 

 The establishment of a Residents Panel will provide a structured 
medium for public engagement and supports the Council’s 
commitment to communicating with and listening to people living in 
North Lincolnshire in line with best practice. 



 

2.5 The Panel has the potential to be utilised for stakeholder engagement, 
surveys, as a supplement to statutory and other consultations, council service 
planning, service re-design and strategy and policy development.  

 
 

3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
3.1 Option 1 – Establish a Residents Panel, internally managed. 
 
 Option 2 – Establish a Residents Panel, managed by a third party contractor. 
 

Option 3 – Do not establish a Residents Panel 
 
 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  
4.1 Option 1 – An internally managed Panel is the most cost effective option and 

would enable the Council to design and analyse responses from within current 
resources and, through training, develop further internal expertise, although 
initial external support will be required to ensure the Panel composition is 
demographically representative. The costs of this initial support are estimated 
to be £3k.  

 
4.3 Option 2 – Contracting with a third party to establish and manage a Panel 

negates the need to maintain software licences and train staff with research 
expertise and statistical analysis being provided by the contractor. The set up 
costs are estimated to be in the region of £15k, along with £2k per survey.   

 
4.4 Option 3 – Not establishing a Residents Panel would mean engagement would 

continue through existing groups, which are unlikely to be demographically 
representative. Nor would this provide a consistent medium for engagement.  
 

5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 
PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 

  
5.1 The financial costs of establishing a Residents Panel are as detailed above. 

Staff time and training will be required under all options, particularly Option 1, 
but this can be provided from within existing resources.    

 
5.2 Option 1 is the most flexible and cost effective model for establishing a 

Residents Panel. 
 
5.3 Panel administration will include support from across the Council to ensure 

compliance with GDPR; the development of a web page; survey design; an 
associated marketing campaign; and statistical analysis support. 

 
6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 

EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      
 

6.1  The establishment of a Panel supports the Council’s ambition and priorities and 
accords with sector and LGA best practice.  

 



 

6.2 Panel members will be recruited from across North Lincolnshire on a 
demographically representative basis thereby supporting inclusivity and 
diversity.  

 
6.3 A supporting policy will underpin the governance and application of the Panel. 

 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 
7.1 An initial impact assessment has been undertaken and no negative implications 

have been identified in establishing a North Lincolnshire Residents Panel.  
  

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1 The establishment of a Residents Panel provides a medium for 

demographically representative engagement, which will supplement future 
decision-making.  

 
8.2 There are no known conflicts of interest. 
 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
9.1 That Option 1 of this report be approved and a North Lincolnshire Residents 

Panel be established.  
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